The out of Africa model of varicella-zoster virus evolution: single nucleotide polymorphisms and private alleles distinguish Asian clades from European/North American clades.
Until 1998, varicella-zoster virus (VZV) was generally considered sufficiently stable to allow the use of a single sequenced virus (VZV-Dumas) as a consensual representation of the world VZV genotype. But recent investigations have uncovered a gE mutant virus called VZV-MSP with a second genotype and a distinguishable accelerated cell spread phenotype. A subsequent study suggested that single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) could be applied toward the genetic analysis of the VZV genome. To further assess the scope of genetic variation in the VZV genome on a worldwide basis, we carried out an extensive SNP analysis of structural glycoprotein genes gB, gE, gH, gI, gL, as well as the IE62 regulatory gene in viruses collected from Western Europe, North America and Asia, including the VZV vaccine strain. The SNP data showed segregation of viral isolates of Asian origin from those of Western ancestry into distinct phylogenetic clades. Unexpectedly, however, VZV from Thailand segregated with VZV from Iceland and the United States, i.e. it was more Western than Asian in nature. Further, SNP analysis disclosed strikingly unusual genotypes, e.g. gH genes with up to five missense mutations and gL genes with insertions of an in-frame methionine codon. In summary, these VZV genomic analyses have shown that individual VZV strains, like closely related human beings, have distinctive SNP profiles containing private alleles within just five VZV genes (gB, gH, gE, gL and IE62) that provide a fingerprint to localize ancestry of the viral strain.